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- -- THE CONCEPT OF EXISTENCE IN TUSI'S PHILOSOPHY 

· Existehce 

ALP ARSLAN AÇIKGENÇ 

The concept of existence has kept philosophers busy for long. Ist earliest 
.cliscussion can be- tracecl back as far as Parmenicles, -who claimed exis-
• tence. to include · everything: «All- things coalesce in being no matter-ho w 

- much. they. !differ in aptıearance». 1 U nder this _ inspiration Greek philo
. sophical thought is explicitly focuseel on two fundamental questions: 

v,rhat is? and wh·at is Being? It is the purpose of this paper to examine 
maiııly the second question.!) 

The inquiry, into what existence is and what its characteristics are, 
_ cöntinuecl through Aristotle's works anel was carried on by the Muslim 
philosophers, Tneir interest, however, in this question, and their approach 
.to it,_ as we sh all see, was from a different perspective tha:n the earlier 
cliscussions of existence. Parmenides, for exari:ıple, was concerned with 

_ the- fm:ı.ditı:nental problem 6f «the one and the many»: How can being be 
- one arid many'! Our serises tell us that there are many beings. But 
.- when \ve analyie the coricept ·o:i: being with the aid of our · intelle ct we 

come to the conclusion that being i; one. This, in turn, briııgs us to irifer 
tıuit belıi{ is imiİlobile, iııdivisible, contiııuous. · · ,. . . .... ·: -, ' ' ' 

_ (1) Joseph Owens; «The Content of Existence>>, Logic and Ontology, Ed. by 
Milton K. Munitz, ·(New York University Press: New York) 1973 Alsa Nor
rnaiı J. ·wells «Existence: History. And• Probleınatic>>,. The Monist vol. 50, 

· No;' ·ı · 1966. 
(2) «Being» and <kExistence»_ ·is sametimes used interchangeably. There is, 

howeveı:, .an iınportant _-distinction between. _the two. It has be en argue::l 
that 'whatever has ·essen ce alsa has. e~istence', and 'V\rhatever is, is a being' 
Being is ai~o defined as a· ;unity of essence &.nd. eXistence'. Here I shall 
indicate whenever botb terıns used in different senses. A detailed dis-" . 

' · cıission of-this is iri 'Paul Weiss' paper «Essence, Existence and BeL'1g» in 
The Review of Metaphysics, Vol. I, No. 1, 1966. 
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In the Parmenidean tradition the problem of existence continued to 
be discussed by both Plato and Aristotle, although a different nuance 
was given to the problem by Heraclitus of Ephesus. He argued against 
Parmenides that the only reality is not «being» but «becoming». All· 
things are in constant flow or flux. It seems to be obvious that philosop
hical investigations into the nature of existence are also directed to solve 
the problem of motion and change. Their doctrines of being, finally 
affected their theor,y of knowledge; for in order to prove that ·being is 
one ·Parmenides denied the testimony of the senses, from which he led 
himself to the absurdity that the many is an illusion. Heraclitus, on the 
other hand, rejected the validity of intellect, whereby he thought he 
could assert that the analysis of being is implausible, and hence 
everything is «becoming». 

Plato proposed to distinguish two worlds in order to solve the prob
lem; the world of belng which must be in communication with the world 
of becoming. Thiı:ı doctrine basically amounts to the thesis thaL there 

· is, on the one hand, «being» which is determined, and on the other hand 
«being» which in a certain manner exists but is not determined. Matter, 
which exists in a peculiar way, since it is eternal, · yet, in order to be 
determined, needs to participate in the «ldeas». And it is this world of 
being, i.e. Ideas, which confers its primary characteristics - immobility, 
permenance, constancy, sta:bility, upon the world of becbming. 

Aristotle in turn pursued the question - what is being? within j:he 
Parmenidean tradition which formulized beings as form. It was · also 
Aristotle who influenced the Muslim philosophers to a great extent not 
only on the philosophical issues as a whole but on the problem of ex
istence as well. There is a great difference, however, as r pointed out, 
between the Aristotelian and the Muslim scholastics' discussion of ex-

. istence in purpose and approach to this study. For in Islamic phiosophy, 
discussions concerning existence did not continue in the Parmenidean 
tradition, which regarded being as form, whereas in Aristotelian philo
sophy this influence can clearly be observed. Muslim philosophers gene
rally regarded existence as something comman in which all things shared; 
«the native endowment common to all things in all their dimensions». 3 

Moreover, the problematic of existence was carried further into new 
fields as new questions arised: Is existence definable? Is existence a 

(3) «Existen~e: History and Problematic», by Narınan J. Wells, The Review 
of Metaphysics, vol. 50, No. ı, 1966. 
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predicate? What are we to say· on the so-called essence-existence dilem
ma? {Jnder these considerations it seems to me appropriate to delay the 
discussion of Aristotle's doctrine of being, and rather to present its pri
mary assumptions in convenient instances with the discussion of Tusi's 
theory of existence. I shall primarily confine myself to the question 
w hat is existence? and the problenis attendant thereto. 

What is existence? 

Among the proposed definitions of existence Tusi sorts out two of 
them as the most credible: 1. the theologians defined existence in terms 
of an existing object as «that which is the su:bsistent (thabit) particular, 

. 2. the philosophers,. nonetheless, offered a definition in terms of predi
cation as «that which can be predicated of». Tusi accepts these defini
tions inthesense that they provide us with some insight into the concept 
of existence. But they should not be taken as real definitions, because 
they are circular definitions. So begins Tusi to analyze these definitions 
in order to demonstrate that they yield vicious circularity. His purpose, 
it should be noted, is tö disprove the belief that existence is definable. 

According to Tusi, both theologians and philosophers use the term 
'existent' as an auxiliary concept in the definiens. We may thus restate 
both definitions as: 

. . . . 

1. the existent (object) is that particular which is· subsistent.4 

.2. the existent (object) is that which can be predicated of.ü . 
Obvioıisly existence is defined in terms of existence. In order to 
demonstrate this more clearly let ·us put both definitions in these forms. 

1. · existent object (wujud) = subsistent object 

2. existent object - (object) which can be predicated of. ,. 
It must now be clear that both definitions use· syiıonymous concepts to 
identify existence~ 'Existent' and 'subsiste~t', maintains Tusi, are but 
words which happen to have the same meaning. Therefore,. these defini
tions give nothing more than some substitutes of the notion attempted 
to be defined. We naturally have to, in turn, ask what those concepts 
are, what is subsistent, i.e. existent? This evidently leads to-a vicious 
circle. 

(4) kasbf al-Murad fi Shaı:b T-ajrid al-I'tiqad, by Hasan ibn Yusuf ibn 'Ali 
ibn Mutahhar al-Hilli .. This is a major commentary on Tusi's work Tajrid 
al-I'tiqad. Tebriz 1952, p. 3. 

(5) Ibid, p. 3. 
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Is existence definable? 

After rejecting the above definitions Tusi goes oiı to cQnclı.ıde that 
existence canl}ot be defined. Before we examine the·· argument Tusi de-

- . ' . . ' . . ' . . . ' . 

velops to prove his position, I wbuld like to make same remarks o:ı:ı . the 
problem of indefinapility First, the idea. that existence is not definable 
was in circulation long before Tusi. Ibn Sina, for instance, argued that 
«being is recognized by reason itself without the aid of definition (hadd) 
or deseription lrasm) 0 . Since existence. is the most general con,cept, he 

· maintained, it has neither gerrus nor differentia; anQ. therefore it cannot .. . . ' ' . . . -. ' . . . . . ' ,'-. 

be çlefined. 7 .. Razi alsa· ~rgut?d that since existence .is. the. firs,t of all con.-
cepts than whleh tııere is nothing more universal, )t must be indefinable~ı< 
Secondly, it would presumably be helpful in our investigation .to .. trace . : . " . - - . . . . - - - . . ., 

back the origin of the idea that existence is not definable~ . 

As men tioneel above, the discussiÔiı of existence sta:rted as early as 
Parmenides'. att~mpt to solve the problem: of · . 'the one and many'. . He 
deseribed · being as a deterrninate, limited, circumscribed strllcture, or 
forni.. Aristotle, on the other han d, contrary to Plato, located being in 
sensilıle substance, in the forms embodied in sensible substance .. He alsa 
rejected the Parmenidea,n doctrine of being on the grounds that Parmeni
des only proved that «there is one single term which includes everytlıing, 
not that there is only one t.tıing; for the one term is applicable to many 
thingd: ·(Met. A5, 986 b). · . . . . . 

In Islamic plıilosophy it is universally held as with A~istotle that ex
istence is -a) the most universal of a,ll terms, . though it 'is npt !tself a 
. gen us, . b)' .. tlıe most substantial of. all terms without belııg. itself. a: subs
tance, c) the most fundamental terins. 9 They claim that it is because of 
these characteristise of existence that we cannot define it. This elaim is 
not yet seen in Aristotle's doctrine of being. It seems clear, then~ that 
Öne ha,s to search for fue roots of this. assertian in. Islamic philo;sophy; 
1lev~~thele~s,. one alsa has to acknowledge the bearings of the .Aristote1ian 
theory of existence, on this supposition. 

(6) The· Meta:ı;ıhysica of Avicenna, a translation of the book of Metaphysie:; 
·· · in 'the Danish Name;· by Panriz MoreW'edje, ccoiuınbia university· Press: . 

New York) 1973, p. 15. 
(7) Ibid, p. 15. 

.... . ·~· 

(8) a1-Mabahith al-Mashriqiyya, Fakhr al-Dih al-Razi, Hayda:rabad 1924, p .. 12 
. nı> Aristotle, see Met. B3, 998 b, and 1001 a, Ibn Sina Met, in Danish Na!T'.e. 

p. 3. Razi, al-Mabahith pp. 11-23. Tusi, sharh Tajrid by al-Shirazi, p~ 7. 
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By the time of Farabi, among the theologians some controversies 
araund the concept of existence arose. One such controversy was the 
essence-existence distinction which was not clearly made by Aristotle. 
Farabi argued that essence implies existence only in case of God. ·Par
ticipating in the Aristotelian doctrine of being, he ascribed existence the 
three characteristics propounded by the theory; namely, that existence 
is the most i.ıni.versal, substantial and fundamental concept.ıo Because of 
this nature of existence, he proclaimed·the concept in question cannot be 
defined. 

It was Farabi's conclusion that became archetype in Islamic philo
sophy. It was fully developed by the theologian-philosopher Razi after 
Ibn Sina. (al-Mabahith, p. 11-23) · Tusi, following Razi, enunciated that 
since there is nothing better known than the concept of existence it can
not be defined. All attempts, tlıere fore, to define this notian can not be 
but to provide the meaning of the term itself. We shall now see how he 
argues to sec1.>.re his position. 

Why is existence indefinable? 
According to the logicians, iliere are two wa ys of defining a concept. 

When something is defined in terms of its essential properties it is called 
an essential definition (hadd); when it is defined descriptively, namely 
by characteristics outside its essence, it is called ıdescription (rasm). Ex
istence, Tusi claims, can be defined neither essentially, nor descriptively. 
To ·define it by lıadd, in the first place, is to define it by either some 
parts of itself or by the notion as a whole. The second possibility involves 
circularity. If the definition is I?aintained by a part (juz') of this concept, 
then that part is eith~r already contained in the idea, in which case · 
we are once again faced with circulardefinition, for this would benatlıing 
but defining existence by itself; or it is not included in the idea of exis
tence whereby we are led to contradiction-in subject; because if'. the 
union of the ex~luded part with the idea of existence does not yield 
sameiliing additicnal t; this concept, existence would then be manifes~~d 
by a riotion completely different from itself; (that is, existence will be 
identified by th~t part alone, · which .is· not ev en included in the .idea of 
existence) but if the union yields something, namely an idea, this com~ 
posite öbviously cannotbe a definition of existence, for it will be sometr 
hiİıg d.ifferent.U 

(10) Philosophiscbe Abhandlungen, al-Farabi, Ed. by. F. Dietrici in Alfarabi :ı 

(E.J. Brill: Leiden) 1890. see p. 66 also p. 57 
(ll) Sh ar h Tajrid, by Shirazi, p. 8. 
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To define ~xistence by description, in the second place, is to define it •y some properties outside its nature. This definition, 
lıowever, depends on the adequacy of the definiens as regards to the c;le- · 
fiı-ıiendum, which in turn depends ön the knowledge. of the definiendum, 
i.e. existence; and we are led once more to circular definition. 1 :.! 

Tusi also examines a definition wlıich is discussed .by Razi. It has 
been asserted, states Tusi, existence can be defined py affirming or den
ying reality for an object. This is not plausible because the aff~ation 
of· a proposltion with mu tual incompatibility between existence and 
non-existei:ıce is self-evident, and it rests on conceiving existence and 
non-existence, for a proposition ~ecessarily depends on the knowledge of 
concepts it contains for its truth or falsehood. What Tusi is trying to 
e::>:..1.ibit here is Razi's argument against the belief that one can define ex
istence in a general way by positing that 'everytlıing is either existent, 
(ma)-vjud) or non-existeiıt (ma'dum) '. But we cannot, Razi argued, 
confirm this proposition unless we 'know its content, for concepts precede 
propositions; and hencc, one stili has to ask what existence and non-exis
tımce is. 

One might object to this argumentation on the grounds that since 
this proposition is rendered as self-evident, the concepts it contained too . . . 

must be considered self-evident. The concept of e-xistence is, then self-
evident, and this fulfils our attempt to define existence. This argument, 

' -
according to Tusi, is fallacious because the self-evidency of a proposition 
does not depend on the nature of concepts it contains. This is why we 
say that the proposition 'a ereator exists' is. self-evident, çori.trary to the 
fact that the creator's being is not self-evident. Likewise, one can pro
.nounce the proposition «hot and· cold cannot be united» as self-evident 
. without knowing intrinsically wlıat . 'h ot' and 'cold' are.l3 

Tusi does not seem to reject these definitions totally; lı e does not 
' tlıink that they are completely usel~ss. As long as we bear in mind that 

they are not proper definitions, and that existence cannot be defined, we 
can accept these definitions. For they provide us with the wide meaning 
of the concept., and bring before us the wide denotation of existence. Iiı 

fact, the prirpose of those who defined existence was not the position 'to · 
defe11d that existence ·is definable, but rather to mak e our min d attentive 
and directed towards this concept. 

(12) Ibid. p. 8. 
(13) Shartı: al-Tajrid, by al-Shirazi, p. 7. 
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But iliere seems to have been left a question untouched by 'l'usi: 
What is it to say that existence is indefinable? In connection with this 
question, what I would like to examine now, is whether the problein of 
indefinability has any significance, and whether it has any bearings on 
the metaphysical scheme of existence: But first some remarks alıout de
finition is in oroer: 1. to define a concept is to analyze its content, 
2. we can define a word only when we understand it, this brings us to 

. conclude that 3. definition involyes intelligibility. Under these considera-
tions one is committed to view a concept empty, that is, void of any con
tent if one renders that concept indefinable. Moreover, he is also forced 
to view that cohcept to be unintelligible. 

We may tlıus think that Tus( is committed to view existence to be an 
empty c_oncepl and that it is unintelligible. Some14 in fact argued that 
existence is not definable, for definition requires intelligibility, and in tel-. 
ligibility demands essence. This view, I think, is false. As Tusi argues, 
existence cannot be defined because it is the first of. all intelligible con
·cepts which is captured by the mind. We do not, therefore, stand in need 
of a edefinition to recognize being. I shall illustrate this point · more 
plainly. 

The fact that existence is the most fundamental concept, by which 
I mean it is prior to all other concepts in the way our intellect concep
tualizes it, can be proved by showing how it and the other concepts arise 
in the mind. At the first awakening of thought, by the experience of 
sense percep tion, the idea . of existence emerges in the m.irı,d. When we 
see something or perceive it at the first instant withoi.ıt intellection· we 

· sense that it exists, and tb.ereafter other concepts are formed. It·would, 
therefore, be valid to conclude that existence arises in the mind as a 
concept first by the aid of senses; by the very act of an existing object 
upon our sensorial organs, the object is perceived as existent whereby it 
is delivered to tmr intellect to be conceptualized. Man, cannot but be 
imagined and conceived as existing, only then we form such concepts as 
a rational an:irrial alıout it. No universal can be thought of apart from. 
the image of at least one individual. W e, therefore, think justice in terıns 
of a just act, and man in terms of 'an individual, Socrates, for example: 
It is in this sense, that existence comes first and it is the primary concept 
which is applicable to everything equally. Existence, consequently, is not 

'(14) Henri Renard, The Philosophy of Being, (The Bruce Publishing Company: 
Milwaukee) 1953, p. 50. 
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definable, because it is not proper to define it. For it is known by ever
yone who has sense percep tion .. This is not the case with other concepts, 
because tlıeir knowledge :depends on the cognitive operation of intellect. 

The Principles of Existence 
What these arguments show is that existence is a different concept 

from others. 'l'his can be demonstrated by point~g . to the principle 
featuresof existence. Before I go on to examine Tusi's discussion of the 
principles o:i: existence I would like to clarify what we mean by a concept; 
anq how existence differs from other concepts. 

Existence does not obviously. refer to a class of observable objects 
r-;rith similar properties that we have in mind, which is usually the case . 
in ordinaty concepts such as, book, man, wood, statue. Nor does it refer 
to some comman attributes, qualities applica;ble to particular beings, 
whicp. şeem to be the case for such universals as justice, whiteness. W e 
do not in fact find any quality, characteristics or any property in beings, 
(other than the fact that they exist) to which the concept of existence 
refers. Otherwise we ınust place it in the category of the predicables . 

. It is in this sense that we may correctly identify. existence as an ampty 
concept. But the affirmation of e::ıcistence, that is, the· judgement that 
something exists constitutes the content of existence. It is in this sense 
that existence has a content and it is, properly spe~king, a CQncept. 
Otherwise it is not a concept at all for it has no content in the way an 
ordinary concept does. We do not, for example, know that 'Socrates 
exists,' thanks to the concept of existence. But we do know that 'Socrates 
is a man' thanks to t:he concept of man; because this concept as a univer
sal baıs ccrtain comman featuresasa content to which it alsa refers. Exis
tence as such denetes the status of being, whereas 'man' denotes only 
maıilıood, whkh is a property. We may thus conclude that existence is 
different from other concepts in that its content is comprehended by its 
a.fJ:irmation in the real world. 

Tusi also agrees with us at least in that existence is a different klııd 
of concept. W e· sh aU now. see ho w he ma'lıitains the difference of it in his 
theory of existencc. The most fundamental principle of existence, accor
ding to him, as it is for Aristotle, is that it is coımnon to all beings. This 
ca:n · be ca~led universa/ity of existence. 

It is in this sense that we can properly attribute existence to ;ıll 

wings not as a quality that beings possess but rather as a t~rm to de-
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note their present status. This brings us to the question of whether ex
istence is a predicate, which is also regarded as one of the. crucial prob~ 
lems in contemporary philoscrphy. Our philosopher, Tusi has nothing to 
say about the problems. But we find so me discussions ·of it in al-Fara:bi's 
philosophy. r:would like to discuss this point briefly, for it has important 
implications on the concept of existence. 

When existence is rendered as a predicate, it is claimed to be a pro
perty like any other universal qualities passessed by individuals. If ex:is
tence is a quality (property) then nothing could be said to exist unless 
it acquires this quality. This, of course, will bring us to. the celebrated 
ontological :dilemma of universals. W e may then 'dispute or point to qu
estions of the kind; does existence ·exist? On the other h and if we refuse 
existence to be a predicate we lead ourselves to an apparent·contradicti- · 
on, for existence is used as a predicate in sentences of the form «tame 

. tigers exisb>. 

Farabi solved the dilemma by pointing out that since the existence 
of a thing is nothing other than the thing itself, it cannot be a property. 
This also disproves that existence is a predicate. For a quality or a 
property used as a predicate in a senteııce furnishes new information 
about the. subject. Ser:tences of the form, «tame tigers exist», therefore, 
are not informative and hence they are in subject-predicate form only· 
granı_ınatically.:5 It is proper Lll this ca&e tc conclude Llıat exiEteTice is 
predicated of a thing, not as aiı attribute cr a quality but rather it is u.sed 
u.s a predicate to express the status of that thing. 

It is in this sense that Tusi also claims exi'stence to be universaily 
q.pplica:ble to all beings. The universal character of existence in Tusi's 
doctrine does not imply tlıat 'existence' is a predicate in the sense that 
'red' is. But existence is common to all tbJngs; this can be proved, Tusi 
claims, by the fact that our mind hesitates about a iliing as to whether 
it is a substance or a quality or wlıether it is a necessary or a contin
gent being while we know :without doubt tlıat it exists. We may further 
argue to prove this point by the fact that everytlıing has only one unifor
med contrary. · Non-existence is slıared equally by ,all nonexistents, 
existence must, therefore, be shared equally by all existents. 

Tusi also maintains that existence is different from essence; other-

(15) al-Farbi' Philosophişche ·Abhandlungen, ed. by F. Dietrici (Leiden, 1890) 
p. 90. 
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wise, since existence io;; comman to al things, everytb.ing would be the sa~ 
me. Although the existence of a thing is nothing but the thing itself, yet 
the existence of it is different from its essence. This is a crucial distincti
on which irr;ı.plies that existence is one single concept applicable. to all 
beings in any respect wlıereas essence is a concept which is applied to 

. the necessary· characteristics of a thing. It is because of the essences, 
therefore, we can distinguish things, and it is also because of essences 
tlıat a thing is alway.:ı identified as the same nevertheless it undergoes 
ohang~. 

_ Although the concept of existence is one and comman to all things, 
yet this does not mean that everyth4ı.g has the same existence. Other
wise we would be forced to accept such a:bsurdities as the existence .· of 
urllcorns or any mytb.ical or mental entities It is, therefort~ proper, accor-

. ding to Tusi, to divide existence in to two kinds: external existeıice and 
mental existence. Anything which exists in the mind has a mental 
existence; and all beings which exist in reality have external existence. 
The mental image of a thing; namely, the existence of a thing in the mind 
cannot, however, be the same as that thing in reality. · For the mental 
existence of a thing is merely a representation of that externally existing 
thing in the mind. Mind in this case acts like a mirror, which reflects as 
existing reality .. 
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